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I'm not safe for school
So done with cool
You can't get with it
In a New York minute

An identy crush
Post up at the club
'cause you want it so much
Panda ego rub
Now you're starting to blush
That's TMI so...
Easy tiger
You're a lover
Such a sweetheart
Not a fighter

Don't get funny
'cause I will go there
I don't need you money
I'm a millionaire
Oh, give me what you got
It's a little or a lot
I'm wild at that

Lock it up and rock
Bump it up a notch
Kick it to your pussycat
'cause I'm wild at that

I gotta get some juice
Paranoid with proof
Served dust and blurred
All you chocks and nerds

An identy crush
Post up at the club
'cause you want it so much
Panda ego rub
Now you're starting to blush
That's TMI so...
Easy tiger
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You're a lover
Such a sweetheart
Not a fighter

Don't get funny
'cause I will go there
I don't need you money
I'm a millionaire
Oh, give me what you got
It's a little or a lot
I'm wild at that

I'm a baby T-Rex
so what now
I'm a baby T-Rex
so what now
I like you as a friend
Dot com and here's a note to self
Dot com to infinity
Plus one take it robot
I like you as a friend
Dot com and here's a note to self
Dot com to infinity
Plus one take pretty little girl

Oh, give me what you got
It's a little or a lot
I'm wild at that

Lock it up and rock
Bump it up a notch
Kick it to your pussycat
'cause I'm wild at that
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